Due to the author being away next week, this will be the final newsletter for Term 2! It has been a fantastically busy term sport wise with thirteen teams playing in Knockout Sport competitions in various sports; the Open Soccer boys will play again next week. A lot of Cross Country and Athletics have also taken place and we have been amazingly proud of the Cabra students’ efforts in representing the College which they do in fine fashion! Congratulations to all our Sporting Students for a great effort this term. Good luck to the Open Knockout Soccer Boys and all those students taking part in the Primary Catholic Netball Carnival next week, we look forward to sharing photos and some positive results. Winter Sport will also conclude this Saturday so good luck to all those playing this weekend. Remember Winter Training and Games resume WEEK 1, TERM 3 with five round of the Winter Season to go. Another reminder for students to please ensure their outer sporting garment is CABRA UNIFORM.

Final Term 2 Newsletter

The Open Knockout Basketballers defeated Concordia 65-58. Harry R 31, Josh B 11, Jalen C 10, Daniel M 5, Seb F 4, Jacob M 2. Congratulations to the boys who must now beat St Paul’s this weekend in order to go through to the State Championship Finals Day in Term 3.

Congratulations!

Well done Anastasia W (6B) and Lily D-C (7G) won were a part of the City South Girls’ Soccer Team who won the competition in Div 2—FANTASTIC EFFORT GIRLS! In the boys Soccer we had Christian K (6B) and Thomas S (6G) in the City South Div 2 competition. The boys had a fun week, winning all but one match and had one draw which resulted in 2nd overall. City South were in div 2 last year and this year but the second placing has bumped them up to Div 1 for next year so awesome job by the boys.

Well done Ethan S(10W) and Ella S (10R) who have made the U16 State Basketball Teams. Good luck in the up coming National Championships!

Congratulations to the following girls who have been selected in the City South Netball Teams: Analiese B (7R), Chelsea R (6B), Olivia C (6W), Keeley K (7R), Caitlin E (7R) and a special well done to Keeley who has also been selected in the State Team! Go girls—we look forward to hearing how your teams go!

Important Diary Dates

Week 10 Term 2
Tuesday 5th July
SACPSSA Netball Carnival

Wednesday 6th July
Open KO Soccer

Week 1 Term 3
ALL SPORT TRAINING/GAMES RECOMMENCE

**REMEMINDER—PRIMARY & 8/9 FOOTBALL GUERNSEYS MUST BE DROPPED TO SPORT OFFICE FOR NUMBERING NEXT WEEK CLEAN JUMPERS ONLY**
Results

**Squash**

Squash results not received.

**Basketball**

Snr Boys v Concordia
SNR A - won—report P1.
Jnr Boys v Concordia—In an exciting round of Junior Boys’ Basketball, Cabra Split the round with Concordia winning A’s, tying B’s and losing C’s. Tom L (18) lifted the C’s to their highest season score. Angus R made two free-throws with a second remaining to tie the game after a seesawing contest. Adam C (8) and Julian G (9) were the leading scorers in a thriller. The A’s controlled their match with three players reaching double digit scores, Ben G 18, Jason F 16, Seb T 13.

MID A won 68-19.
MID B drew 35-35.
MID C lost 34-36.

**Football**

Open def Unley.
Yr 8/9 def CBC.
Yr 6/7 def Sacred Heart 2.5-17 to 0.5. 5. Best players: Liam W, Ben R, Sebastian McN, Cooper T, Hamish McL. Goal Kickers: Sam H, Keenan G

**Netball**

Senior A1. def by SHC 31-33 Best players Carly P, Lucy F.
Senior A2—BYE.
Senior B2 def by SAC 22-25 Best players Emma G, Anna R
Senior C1 Open C drew SHC 10: 20-20 Best Players: Eliza H, Lauren M.
Yr 10A def by Loreto 25-43 Best players: Tess H, Grace
Yr 10B def by Nazareth 17-47 Best Players: Sophie McC, Sammy B.
Yr 10C def St Dominic’s: 18-40 Best Players: Georgia Cr, Georgia Ci.
Yr 9A def by Mercedes 18-29. Best All 7 players who fought exceptionally well in the last half of the game.
Yr 9A2 def by Cardijn 1 23-35. Best players: Brooklyn C & Grace T.
Yr 9B1 def Cardijn 17-15. Best players: Renai F & Kate V.
Yr 9B2 results not received.
Yr 9C def by Loreto 10-22. Best players: Meg P, Kat O.
Yr 8A def by Marryatville 1 21-33.
Yr 8C1 def by Loreto 8-27. Best players: Olivia F & Zoe S.
Yr 8C2 The girls played really well on the weekend, we are incredibly proud of their progress. Unfortunately, they lost to Marymount 23-30. Best Players: Sophia, Laura.

**Shane Pill: Coach.**

Yr 7 def by Sacred Heart 2-5. All played well.

Primary Black def St Peter’s 11-1. Scorers: Jakob R 4, Christian K 3, Paddy O 2, Josh M 1, Anastasia W 1. Best players: Josh M, Anastasia W, Jakob R, Samantha H, Sam A

Primary Gold def by St Peter’s 1-3. Goal: Thomas S.

Girls def by Gleeson 0-3. The girls had five shots at goal but unfortunately, could not convert—bad luck!

**Soccer**

Open def Scotch 3-2. Goals: Luca 2, Nick 1.
Yr 10 def Rostrevor 8-4. Improvements to our teamwork were clear in this match at Rostrevor. Khai, Daniel, Jack and Ben provided plenty of exciting offensive manoeuvres and all scored at least once. Later Nqobile, Anas and Ryan also had some shots on goal. Defence was under pressure against fast-moving Rostrevor forwards, but held up across Sebastian, Sam, Nick, Anas and Nqobile. Sam gave an excellent display of keeping including several fearless slides to clear the ball. Max, Hayden and Sebastian were strong across the centre. A great team result. Best players: Sam, Khai, Daniel. **David K: Coach.**

Middle A cancelled due to pitch conditions.

Middle B cancelled due to pitch conditions.

Middle C def Pembroke 15-3. Best player: Andrew C.

Middle D def by Pembroke 1-8. A tale of two halves. First half we combined well with Lewis performing well at full back and structuring the rest of the defence, Hugh looking damming as striker, Tom working both ends of the field well on the wing, Dylan and Keaton also performing solidly as defenders. We went into the break 2-1 down, and well in the game. The first 15 minutes of the second half we played without energy, giving the opposition too much freedom to move with the ball and time to pass, and consequently we were scored against easily. When Lewis came back on to the ground in the full back role we began to hold our defensive shape again, looked competitive, and created a few opportunities to score.

**Tiana & Sarah: Coaches.**


Yr 7 Gold def CLG 45-26. Best players: Isabella G & Jordan H.